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Over the years, scholars of Islamic philosophy have been discussing the deep need for a greater engagement with the broader intellectual scene, not just in terms of historical interest, but as a way of bringing this branch of Islamic thought into the arena of public discourse as a living reality. Of course, one of the greatest challenges facing anyone who wishes to demonstrate the contemporary relevance of Islamic philosophy is that of language. Seyyed Hossein Nasr summarized the problem several decades ago, and also offered a way of approach:

[Islamic traditional teachings are couched in a language which is not easily understood by many contemporary men, especially those with a modern education. The old treatises were usually written in a syllogistic language which is no longer prevalent today. What must be done is to disengage the content of Islamic philosophy from the language which is now not well received and to present it in terms more conformable to the intellectual horizon of our contemporaries. What is needed essentially is a re-presentation of the whole body of Islamic wisdom in a contemporary language. Thus those who seek for various problems the solution offered by this form of wisdom will find it without the barrier of unfamiliar language or thought structure.]


---

* This article has greatly benefited from the suggestions provided by a number of friends and colleagues who are far too many to be named here. A few parts of this piece expand upon sections of my earlier article, “The Great Chain of Consciousness: Do All Things Possess Awareness?,” *Renovatio* 1, no. 1 (2017): 49-60 (particularly pp. 50-53 and p. 57). The latter can be read here: https://renovatio.zaytuna.edu/article/the-great-chain-of-consciousness (accessed April 28th, 2017).
Thankfully, today there are a number of examples of works in English, from a variety of perspectives, which have sought to achieve this goal.² I have chosen the medium of poetry, along with a commentary on this poem, as my primary vehicles of expression. Although the use of poetry as a didactic tool is unconventional amongst Muslims writing in English,³ this does not hold true for older Islamic languages such as Arabic and Persian, where poetry was commonly employed for pedagogical purposes. There are scores of texts in medieval Islamic civilization on Arabic logic, rhetoric, prosody, medicine, music, and grammar, as well as texts in Islamic law, the Quranic and Hadith sciences, theology, mysticism, and philosophy which present the fundamentals of these sciences in poetic form, and which are usually elucidated upon by their authors (and/or other authors) through a commentary (šbarh).⁴ There are also many examples where a primary text (matn) in the Islamic sciences was put into versified form (nazm) in order to facilitate memorization of that text.

This piece intends to outline the main goals and contemporary relevance of philosophical thinking in Islam in what is certainly now an Islamic language, namely English. In a sense, I seek to emulate the style of these aforementioned medieval texts because of their great pedagogical efficacy. An ancillary intention is to engage in an artistic mode of presenting philosophy, just as many of the Muslim philosophers
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